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From 21-23 July 2018 the workshop Technology Revolution and Public Administration took place in 
Guagzhou, China. This workshop was sponsored by a grant from the Eurasia-Pacific Uninet 
(EPU). Researchers from the Centre for E-Governance at Danube University Krems and the De-
partment of Media and Communication at City University Hong Kong took part. It was hosted by 
the Sun Yat-Sen University in Guangzhou. 
The first session addressed aspects of governmental innovation, e-governance and digital and 
mobile governance. A particular emphasis was on governmental hotlines and artificial intelligence 
as well as accessibility of hotlines, f.i. through the usage of languages (50 different languages can 
be selected in New York, for instance. In general, the case of New York was mentioned a couple of 
times with view to open data practices, and can be seen as a best practise or model for 
inspiration). Examples from New York also included open data contests (Big Apps 3.0) and open 
data principles. It is interesting that Big Data was called a “tiger flying” in this context – hinting at 
the different techno-positive metaphors of datafication that seem to be found for this phenomenon 
around the world. This would certainly make for interesting research. Another big emphasis was on 
the usage of AI, for instance for governmental services like the governmental hotline. The govern-
mental hotline in Guangzhou is called 12345 (and can be seen everywhere, for instance in taxis), 
and a few presentations were held around this topic. 

Political participation and social media 
The second session of the workshop addressed aspects of political participation, civic engagement 
and social media in a global and Asian context. The following presentations were held: 
• Why are politically active people avoided in East Asia? (Tetsuro Kobayashi) 
• Dynamics of government attention and public opinion in post-handover Hong Kong (Fei Shen 

and Chuanli Xia) 
• The impact of informational use of social network sites vs. messaging apps on citizen engage-

ment: A comparative study of Asian societies (Marko M. Skoric) 
• Digitally networked health advocacy (Judith Schossboeck)  

It became apparent that political participation is evaluated differently in different societies (people 
socially distance themselves more from people who participate in protests in countries like China 
and Japan for instance) and that relating civic engagement to specific media (for instance ap-
plications versus classic social media) stays difficult, due to the dynamic nature of social media 
and different usage patterns around the world (for instance, Americans still use more texting com-
pared to instant messaging apps).
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Regarding governmental responsiveness, the influence of current events is strong, and results dif-
fer according to different governmental domains. This emphasises the importance of new research 
areas that are investigating current events or disasters. When it comes to health advocacy in a di-
gitally networked environment, social media can offer a place for the creation of alternative illness 
narratives, discourses and practices, and patients often choose between competing narratives that 
promote or contest classic medical paradigms. Newer research, like the one addressing the nature 
of fake news, tries to shed more light on online paradigms and why they might travel so fast.Parti-
cipants enjoyed a networking dinner with the hosts afterwards. Participants were f.i. invited to a 
dinner in the dinner rooms of the Sun Yat-Sen University, which was joined by more researchers, 
PhD students and future researchers.
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